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ABSTRACT: We describe a multi-year project that began as mostly undergraduate research in data mining applied to
computer forensics and has now grown into a prototype for an intrusion detection system.  The IDS uses data mining with the
Bag of Words methodology, creates a matrix model, and clusters the records using k-means and sparse nonnegative matrix
factorization. With no training, these clusters are evaluated to determine if they represent normal system actions or attack
vectors. This prototype system has accuracy levels similar to supervised systems on a specific data set.  We discuss future plans
to make improvements with continued student investigation.
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1. Introduction

Most faculty agree that there is great benefit in student research.  Such projects allow students to expand their knowledge in the
discipline, often beyond typical course work.  Cybersecurity offers many opportunities for student research because of its rapid
development and large number of subjects – from psychology to formal methods in computer science.  Furthermore, student
research will often enhance faculty investigations.  We have found that this synergy between faculty and student research is a
great benefit to both parties.

Our project involves intrusion detection.  Often, one of the most difficult questions for a system administrator is: “Are we under
attack?” That is, has some person or process used our system in a way it should not be used? For example, a US official recently
commented on the security of US corporations stating there are those who have been “hacked,” and those that don’t know they
have been hacked. To help answer this type of question, administrators often use intrusion detection systems (IDS) as part of
their Defense in Depth strategies. An IDS helps determine if a system has been attacked.

Our project also involves data mining and computer forensics.  The X-Engine, our original system [1] developed by mostly
undergraduate  students with oversight by faculty and a few graduate students, reads text files and then categorizes them using
nonnegative matrix factorization based on the words in the documents. The forensics application involves searching for
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evidence in a large email set. The documents read by the system are emails, the emails are categorized, and then an investigator
ignores the categories which seem more benign and concentrates on the “interesting” categories.

We have now decided to apply this data mining system to intrusion detection. We call our new system a Bag of Words Intrusion
Detection System or BoWIDS, and we assume that an intelligent human operator collects system data. This could be in the form
of system logs, connections requests, etc. BoWIDS will handle this data without any need for pre-processing, so ours is a
universal approach. Each item collected (e.g., an IP packet) will be considered a document or record. These records will be
delimited in some way. Each delimited part of a record is considered a word. Thus, the record, and the set of all records, is
considered a Bag of Words.

Then BoWIDS creates a matrix model of the records, and using an unsupervised learning approach clusters the records. This
clustering leads us to label some records as “normal” and some as “possible attacks.” Hence BoWIDS informs the administrator
to investigate records which may represent attacks. We will see that the results of testing BoWIDS are similar to other methods
using supervised learning. Thus, the strength of BoWIDS is that it can use any delimited data, it requires no training data, and
it has accuracy levels similar to methods with training.

Also, we have found that working with students in research, outside of the classroom in a simulated work environment, is very
conducive to student learning.  We base this conclusion on interviews and surveys completed with the students before
graduation.  We collect this data as part of our program assessment efforts, and it is based on our Security Engineering
Internship course.  In this course, students can research by helping design a system, writing code, and analyzing the results. If
the research is grant-funded, the students intern on the research project as a part-time job.  This experience mimics the students
future work environment where the faculty acts as client and supervisor, and the students work in teams to complete deliverables
under deadlines. Furthermore, this experiential learning has involved many – the overall efforts, involving this project and
others, have spanned more than 10 years with over 50 students involved.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we include background information and the work related to our
implementation along with the possible learning opportunities for students. In Sections 3 and 4, we describe BoWIDS in detail
and examine the results of our tests. Then in Section 5, we discuss planned future investigation along with our ideas for more
student research.

2. Background and Related Work

In this section we summarize background information for BoWIDS and review related literature. As will be seen, having students
work through this background information has allowed them to greatly expand their knowledge of different areas of computer
science and mathematics and relate them to cybersecurity.

2.1 Intrusion Detection
Since the 1980s, intrusion detection has been a popular topic in cybersecurity. If we allow the security requirements of our
system to be defined by policy, then we say that a “security event” occurs whenever a policy is violated. Hence, an intrusion
can be defined as a violation of policy, and something the system administrator should investigate. Thus, an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) is part of the information system that automatically informs the administrator to investigate system activity which
may be a policy violation.

Intrusion detection is a topic studied by our students in their coursework.  Hence, while this information is not new for them,
creating a prototype IDS is not included in their regular courses. Also, most of the students’ laboratory work deals with
signature based intrusion detection (based on known patterns), and so this experience has allowed students to study anomaly
detection (unexpected behavior) in more detail.

2.2 Bag of Words Model
Assume we have a collection of documents, called a corpus, such as a set of emails. If we model this corpus using BoW, then
each email is considered one document, and each document is considered equivalent with its collection of words and the
frequency of the words. That is, a document is just considered a “bag of words” no matter the order or meaning. As described
by Manning et al [2],
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“…the exact ordering of the terms in a document is ignored... We only retain information on the number of occurrences of each
term. Thus, the document ‘Mary is quicker than John’ is … identical to the document ‘John is quicker than Mary.’”

To perform our analysis, we form a two-dimensional matrix, V, where the rows represent the words in the corpus, and the columns
represent the documents. Note that the frequency of common words in a document may not be important. For example, a set of
emails from a particular university may have the university name frequently repeated. When this term appears in a document, it
is not important. Therefore, the matrix V is formed as follows:

v j,k = f j,k * log                                                                                  (1)

where
f j,k  = the frequency of the word j in document k,

N = the total number of documents,

Nj = the number of documents that contain the word j

This scaling reduces the weights of words that repeat in many documents of the corpus.

This model is called the Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) matrix. In a corpus where there are many words
and each document only contains a few of the words, many of the matrix entries will be 0, and hence we have a sparse matrix.

The BoW methodology is used extensively for text mining and can also be used in other areas such as computer vision [3], [4].
BoWIDS shows that it is possible to use BoW to help in intrusion detection by replacing a corpus of documents with a
collection of system data.

In our curriculum, only students who have taken particular electives would be aware of the Bag of Words approach.  Hence,
studying this information in an applied problem increases the students’ computer science knowledge.

2.3  Clustering Methods and Our Previous System
When analyzing a corpus, clustering is the process of grouping together documents which are related, usually with regard to
meaning. For example, Berry and Browne [5] clustered emails from the Enron Email Sets. They were able to define meaning from
the clusters which they entitled “Fantasy Football”, “University of Texas”, etc. That is, one set of documents they mathematically
grouped together had different words which all dealt with fantasy football (game, play, season, etc.). For intrusion detection,
BoWIDS shows that we can apply the same clustering technique on system data.

One of the early methods for clustering vectors was described by MacQueen [6], called the k-means method. Assuming that k
clusters are desired,

1. Choose a random set of cluster centers
2. Assign each vector to a cluster based on its nearest center
3. Update each cluster center as the mean of the current cluster vectors
4. Calculate the error between the vectors and the centers

The algorithm is repeated until the errors are minimized. [7]

Another method for clustering was proposed by Lee and Seung [8], [9], called Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF), a
principal algorithm in BoWIDS. With NMF, vectors are placed in a matrix V. Factorization assumes there are two matrices W and
H so that V = W*H. Furthermore, by forcing the factor matrices to consist of only nonnegative entries, we can think of the
elements of W as the weights which are applied to the columns of H to form additive combinations (not subtractive) and recreate
V. Hence, the authors state that NMF allows us to learn the parts of objects that are included in the matrix V. For the sake of
brevity, we do not rewrite the algorithms; they are well documented [8], [9].

N Nj
(    )
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Pascual-Montano et al [10], describe the need for sparseness in W. If we have more 0 terms in W, we have a smaller decomposition
of V into the columns of H. Hence, they give an algorithm to force sparseness on W called Nonsmooth NMF (nsNMF). We have
implemented nsNMF in BoWIDS. Further, Kim and Park [11] state that “Sparse NMF does not simply provide an alternative to
k-means, but rather gives much better and consistent solutions to the clustering problem.” In Section 4, we evaluate
experimentation using k-means and Sparse NMF on intrusion detection.

Using student programmers, we combined these topics to create the X-Engine [1], a system for evidence collection which
applies nsNMF. The X-Engine was created for criminal investigators to search large document sets, but in a manner different
from keyword searches.  In a keyword search, the search words must be known in advance, but the X-Engine creates its own
keywords.  Second, because the X-Engine actually separates concepts in the corpus, it can distinguish homonyms while
keyword searches cannot.

Hence, the X-Engine outputs a set of topics, and it correlates the associated documents for these topics.  In a forensics
application, the investigator would choose the topics of interest for further investigation, and leave out the documents
corresponding to less interesting topics.

Relating these concepts to student learning, clustering, the k-means method, and matrix factorization are not part of the
students’ regular curriculum.  Hence, studying this information increases the students’ knowledge in computer science and
mathematics.  In fact, in the past we held special seminars to help students understand this highly technical information.  After
these sessions, the students were able to help in the creation of the code of the X-Engine.

2.4  Data Sets for IDS Testing
Of course, new IDS methods require test data. One data set which has extensively been used in IDS research comes from the
KDD Cup 1999 competition [12] or  KDD99. For example, Chetan and Ashoka [13] created a database architecture for intrusion
detection and tested their implementation on KDD99. Also, Lee et al [14] analyzed KDD99 and gave an IDS data mining
approach. There are many such publications in IDS literature.

However, as described by Tavallaee et al [15] KDD99 is a highly flawed data set. They describe many redundant records which
causes bias towards methods which detect these records. Furthermore, they applied multiple methods from other researchers
and achieved very high classification rates. They explain that this is because the researchers use random parts of the KDD99
training set as test sets. Thus they created a new data set for IDS testing, called NSL-KDD. Then, they tested different detection
methods on this new data and obtained accuracy rates between 42.29% and 66.16%. Accuracy is defined as follows:

(Number of True Positives + Number of False Positives) /  (Number of Records)            (2)

Based on the work of Tavallaee et al and others, it seems best to avoid IDS research on KDD99, and hence we test BoWIDS
using NSL-KDD.

2.5 Clustering and Intrusion Detection
Many researchers have implemented clustering methods for IDS’s using the following process:

1. Convert the suspected data into a set of vectors

2. Cluster the vectors with a chosen method

3. Interpret the clusters to define intrusions and normal data

For example, Therdphapiyanak and Piromsopa [16] use k-means clustering on KDD99.  Furthermore, they determine that 25
clusters is a good number for this data. Zhang et al [17], also use k-means on KDD99 and create a new algorithm based on k-
means. BoWIDS is different than these methods because of our use of the BoW methodology and because we use no training.

Some researchers have analyzed system calls for intrusion detection and applied a type of BoW approach. For example, Kang
et al [18], use k-means clustering on system calls, where each call is treated as a word. Hence they use the phrase “bag of system
 calls.” This method is related to ours, but it only works on very specific data – system calls – whereas  BoWIDS can work
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universally on all data types. The authors also give results on various supervised and unsupervised methods. In the unsupervised
case they apply k-means with only 2 clusters. BoWIDS allows for any number of clusters since more clusters gives better
detection, as described above [16].

Wang et al [19] give research using NMF on system calls. They form a matrix by partitioning the data into fixed-length blocks.
Then they use the simple frequencies for matrix entries. Furthermore, they use training data to decide on block size and to
indicate which of the test data is normal or not. Hence BoWIDS improves on this research by allowing for “words” of all sizes
(not fixed), by using TF-IDF, and by using no training.

Last, we discuss Step 3 of the Clustering IDS process, where clusters need to be categorized as normal data or intrusions.
Petrovic et al [20] use k-means to cluster KDD99 and then apply a cluster analysis method. Also, the authors label data as normal
or not based on parameters computed in advance, which means they are using training. Finally, they limit their work to 2 clusters,
which we have seen is inferior.

Denatious and John [21] use the largest cluster (holding the most records) to represent normal data. This choice is based on the
percentage of normal instances in the original data. Also, after clustering, heuristics is used to label clusters as normal or not,
and these clusters are used to detect attacks in a separate test dataset, which indicates training. As described below, our method
of labeling clusters is based on a combination of the approaches of Petrovic et al and Denatious and John with no training.

Concerning student learning, we can see that allowing students to work on various parts of this project clearly expands their
knowledge of computer science, computer security, and mathematics.  The specific areas of study include information theory,
the Bag of Words approach,  and clustering methods.  This new project will also allow students to further their IDS understanding.

3. BoWIDS

We now summarize our prototype implementation, BoWIDS. Our goal was to pick the best approaches described in the literature
and use the better test data.  Furthermore, in Section 5 we describe how improvements can be made using student researchers.

3.1 Data Preparation
NSL-KDD was downloaded from the creators’ website [22], and consists of both training and test data. Since it was our intention
to use no training, we only discuss the test data called KDDTest+. To avoid confusion with the KDD99 data set, we will call this
data NSL-KDD.

NSL-KDD consists of 22544 records, each on a comma-separated line. Hence we consider each line as a document, and each
word is defined by the delimiters. An example “document” from NSL-KDD is:

2, tcp, ftp_data, SF, 12983, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 1.00, 0.00, 0.00, 134, 86, 0.61,
0.04, 0.61, 0.02, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, normal, 21

This example shows how NSL-KDD is an encoded form of tcpdump data, with the addition of the last two words, which in this
example indicate that this is normal traffic, with a detection difficulty level of 21. The last two words were added for each
document by the creators [14]. Other documents would include the attack type such as “satan” instead of “normal”, and
difficulty levels ranging from 1 to 21. These last two words were removed in our tests.

In BoWIDS, we read every entry as a string, so in this example “0” is different than “0.00”. Also, treating every entry as a string
allows BoWIDS to be universally applicable to many types of delimited data. This includes NSL-KDD data as well as log files,
IP packets, etc.

Other considerations for data handling concern the creation of the TF-IDF matrix. One decision is whether or not to use stop-
words. Stop-words are those which will not be considered in the analysis. For example, in a set of emails on a university server,
the name of the university might be considered a stop-word. The X-Engine allowed for stop-words, but we have used no stop-
words in BoWIDS. A review of NSL-KDD may indicate a possible stop-word is “0” since it has a high frequency, but this is
handled as described below.
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The second consideration is whether or not very frequent or infrequent words should be removed from the analysis. For
example, we may remove the top 10% and bottom 10% of the words in a corpus. In our X-Engine, these parameters chosen by
the user. For BoWIDS, we decided to eliminate the top 10% of the words in each execution. None of the lower percentage words
were removed. These were our choices for the prototype and others might be considered.  The selection of these choices will
make good projects for future student research.

As BoWIDS reads NSL-KDD, it forms the TF-IDF matrix. In this case, there are 22544 documents and 4750 words, forming a
matrix with over 107 million entries. Because of the matrix size and the speed of processing, we instead used a sampling
technique. We chose 5 random samples with 10% of the entries of mutually exclusive data, forming a partition of the 50% of the
original data. We call these samples t1, t2, t3, t4, t5.

In summary, to test BoWIDS we formed words by treating each delimited entry as a string, removed the top 10% of the words,
and we ran tests on samples with randomly selected distinct lines from NSL-KDD with 2254 entries in each sample.

3.2 Clustering in BoWIDS
Each sample t1, t2, t3, t4, t5 was processed by BoWIDS, to form a TF-IDF matrix. For example, when evaluating t1, there were 2254
documents and 1154 words. Because of equality in the frequency of some words, 23 words were removed from the analysis.
BoWIDS then clustered the 2254 documents using nsNMF. We chose the number of clusters = 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25. Also, for
comparison purposes we clustered using k-means.

The final step is to evaluate the clusters and label some as normal or not. Because we consider a human operator who must
decide which records are normal and which need to be inspected, we label the records as NORMAL or INSPECT. Also, the NSL-
KDD data is quite unusual compared to typical system data - the majority of NSL-KDD data represents intrusions. We would
expect a typical network or system to have a large percentage of normal data, except when under some types of denial of service
attacks. Hence, in using NSL-KDD we applied an unusual approach in labeling INSPECT clusters: since the majority of the
documents represent intrusions we label the largest clusters as INSPECT:

• For k clusters (k > 2), we label the largest Floor (k / 2) + 1 clusters as INSPECT

• For the 2 cluster case, we use the largest cluster as the INSPECT cluster

This method labels the majority of documents as INSPECT. For example, when the data is partitioned into 15 clusters, we label
the largest 8 clusters as INSPECT.

In an ordinary system, using a NORMAL percentage estimate such as 95%, we would label the largest clusters as NORMAL.
The parameter 95% can be estimated by the administrator, or can be determined as it has by other researchers.  These were
decision made for the prototype and more research is necessary to determine if other choices are better. We hope to use another
student team to make this determination.

4. BoWIDS Results

We now examine the results of BoWIDS with nsNMF and compare these executions with k-means clustering.

4.1 Increasing the Number of Clusters
First, we determined if increasing the number of clusters gave better accuracy as indicated by other researchers. Table 1 shows
our results.

Number of Clusters 2 5 10 15 20 25

k-Means (%) 57.90 57.32 56.92 56.88 57.32 56.74

NMF (%) 49.42 51.86 56.08 52.62 54.66 53.02

Table 1. Accuracy on t1 by Number of Clusters
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We see that the trend is for NMF accuracy to increase with the number of clusters, while the k-means accuracy decreases
slightly. This data is also illustrated in graphic form in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Accuracy by Number of Clusters (t1)

4.2 Comparing NMF and k-means
In Figure 1, it is also easy to see that NMF has the best accuracy with 10 clusters. This may be an outlier since the trend is for
NMF to improve accuracy with more clusters. Further looking at the graph, we see that the k-means accuracy is always greater
than the NMF accuracy. This is corroborated by looking at other samples. Table 2 compares k-means and NMF in BoWIDS
using either 2 or 5 clusters with 5 different samples.

Table 2. Accuracy for Two and Five Clusters

Table 2 shows that NMF accuracy is lower than k-means except in two cases.

4.3 k-means Results are Flawed
Because it is not possible to show the clusters in this document (some of which are almost 2254 records long), we give the size
of the largest clusters. Table 3 shows the size of the largest clusters when using k-means on sample t1. The percentage is
calculated based on 2254 documents.

Thus when using k-means, the algorithm gives one very large cluster, almost the size of the entire sample, and other very small
clusters. This largest cluster is the one labeled INSPECT in each case. However, since approximately 40% of NSL-KDD is normal,
k-means is not a good choice since it tells the administrator to inspect 93% of the documents or more.

Instead with nsNMF, we end up with clusters that are of similar size, and hence give a more equal breakdown of the data. (Recall
the comments of Kim and Park [11], who stated that sparse NMF would give better clustering.) Table 4 shows the sizes of the
clusters in increasing order using BoWIDS with NMF on sample t1.  Thus, when NMF is used, the administrator will be advised

Sample t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

2 cluster k-Means (%) 57.90 55.63 55.63 57.36 57.41

2 cluster NMF (%) 49.42 50.22 54.30 55.19 54.75

5 cluster k-Means (%) 57.32 55.32 55.15 56.74 57.36

5 cluster NMF (%) 51.86 55.99 55.41 54.88 54.75
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to INSPECT approximately a bit more than 50% of the documents. This is a much more reasonable percentage than the 93%
given above for the k-Means algorithm. Also, as shown in Figure 1, when a larger number of clusters is used, NMF and k-means
have similar accuracy levels.

It is important to remember that the NSL-KDD data has a majority of its records as part of attacks – more than 50%. Hence, it is
not unreasonable for BoWIDS with NMF to recommend that more than 50% of the documents should be inspected.

Number of Clusters Largest Cluster Size % of Documents

2 2245 99.6%

5 2246 99.6%

10 2175 96.5%

15 2202 97.7%

20 2162 95.9%

25 2103 93.3%

Table 3. Largest Cluster Size Using k-means for t1

Number of Clusters Number of Documents Per Cluster

2 1086, 1168

5 382, 427, 432, 454, 559

10 191, 200, 201, 210, 211, 213, 220, 226, 233, 349

15 115, 121, 125, 129, 139, 140, 141, 142, 145, 148, 148, 161, 161, 163, 276

20 83, 91, 93, 94, 98, 100, 103, 103, 105, 105, 108, 108, 109, 114, 117, 119, 119, 121, 122, 242

25 69, 73, 73, 74, 78, 78, 79, 80, 82, 82, 83, 84, 84, 84, 87, 89, 89, 90, 94, 97, 98, 98, 101, 112, 196

Table 4. Cluster Sizes When Using NMF for t1

4.4 BoWIDS Optimal Results
We can also determine the best possible results under BoWIDS with NMF. For this analysis, consider the 25 clusters case. For
each cluster, some records are NORMAL and some are INSPECT, even though they have been clustered together. In order to
achieve the highest accuracy, a cluster would need to be categorized as NORMAL if it contained a majority of NORMAL
records, and a cluster would need to be categorized as INPSECT if it contained a majority of INSPECT records. With this method
we obtain 57.90% accuracy as the optimal results. Thus our actual results with accuracies near 55% are near optimal.

4.5 BoWIDS Compared to Other Methods
Finally, we compare BoWIDS results with other methods. The best comparison is with the results of Tavallaee et al [14] since
they also used NSL-KDD.  Tavallaee’s results are shown in Table 5.

Interestingly, the researchers obtained these accuracy levels with training data while BoWIDS uses none. For example, BoWIDS,
on sample t1, our results of an average accuracy of 52.94% are very good since we use no training data. Compare this to the
Tavallaee result of 42.29% accuracy when analyzing NSL-KDD using Support Vector Machines. Furthermore, if we use BoWIDS
with NMF and 25 clusters, our accuracy rose to 53.02% without any training data. Hence our results are quite good, but we still
plan for improvements as discussed in Section 5.

5. Future Work

We plan four aspects of new research using student teams. First, we need better data. Testing an IDS on data which consists of
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more attacks than normal traffic does not represent a usual system. An ideal situation would be to collect data on our own
systems as a test bed. One possibility is to use our university production network - students would create a system for data
collection and then anonymize the data.  Another possibility is to use our offline lab as a testbed.

Classifier Accuracy (%)

J48 63.97

Naïve Bayes 55.77

NB Tree 66.16

Random Forest 63.26

Random Tree 58.51

Multilayer Perceptron 57.34

SVM 42.29

Table 5. Various Classifiers on NSL-KDD [14]

Second, predictions should become better if we use training information. If we are able to collect our own data, one method of
training would be to get information on types of attacks, frequency of attacks, etc. Some of this information was used by other
researchers described above. For this improvement, students would need to analyze past data and make predictions. As the
predictions are tested, the students would culminate a great learning experience.

Third, we made assumptions when we parsed the data into BoWIDS - no stop words were used, and we removed the top 10%
most frequent terms. As we alter these assumptions it is possible that improvements will be found, so student research could
permute these possibilities.  For example, concerning stop words, none could be used, a few used, and a larger number used.
Concerning the frequency of terms, we could consider the top and bottom 0%, 5%, and 10%. Students could form permutations
of these choices, run the tests, and see which results are best.

Finally, cluster analysis is one of the most interesting questions. How do we determine which clusters should be labeled
INSPECT and which should be NORMAL? If we follow an estimate that on a typical network most traffic is normal (95%) should
we choose clusters so that the largest fall in the NORMAL category? In this case, the largest clusters would account for at least
95% of the data. As a future project we will consider other methods for labeling NORMAL and INPECT clusters. It is also
possible that cluster selection needs to be incorporated into the clustering algorithm instead of being performed once clustering
is complete. This would be research for the most advanced students, perhaps on the graduate level. The student would need to
be able to take apart the NMF process and determine how to alter the clustering.

6. Conclusion

Based on a student research project, we have created a prototype called BoWIDS, an intrusion detection system using a Bag of
Words model.  Various student teams, comprised mostly of undergraduates, studied multiple topics outside of their regular
coursework, and wrote code which was used in this prototype.  These teams were managed to provide a simulated at-work
experience, and hence also improve the students’ workplace “soft skills” such as team work, oral and written communication,
documentation, etc.  We base this conclusion on assessment data collected for ABET accreditation.

The strength of BoWIDS is that it can use almost any delimited data. The IDS data is represented by vectors, and the vectors
are clustered using Sparse Nonnegative Matrix Factorization. If BoWIDS determines that a vector may represent an attack, the
vector is labelled INSPECT, and other vectors are labelled NORMAL. We also compared BoWIDS using NMF with BoWIDS
using k-means clustering. On the examined data, BoWIDS gave better clusters using NMF because of the size of the clusters,
and BoWIDS gave accuracy levels equivalent to methods using training data.

Future improvements to the system will include gathering more data for IDS testing, using training for better accuracy, testing
different assumptions in data preparation, and redesigning the cluster analysis.  We plan to continue to use student groups to
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perform these advancements and thus provide experiential learning opportunities which will heighten students’ knowledge and
ability in computer science, mathematics, and cybersecurity, as well as improve their soft skills.  Overall, we found this to be a
great partnership between faculty and student research.
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